
Exam

Name___________________________________

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) A kilobyte is exactly ________. 1)
A) 8 bytes B) 1,000 bytes C) 1,024 bytes D) 1,024 bits

2) A program that controls the client computer's resources is called a ________. 2)
A) server operating system B) server application program
C) client operating system D) client application program

3) Which of the following is a feature of a structured process? 3)
A) It is easy to change or modify.
B) It requires information systems that are supportive.
C) It is controlled, rather than adaptive.
D) It is an informal process.

4) A ________ is a software program; while a ________ is a collection of tables of data, relationships,
and metadata.

4)

A) DBMS; database B) database; DBMS
C) spreadsheet; DBMS D) database; spreadsheet

5) A company's ________ serve(s) as instructions for users to use and access data. 5)
A) repositories B) procedures C) activities D) hardware

6) The CIA develops a new software named "ET Fonome" to meet its own needs and requirements.
The software isn't sold to the public or other organizations. Such a software is called a ________.

6)

A) vertical-market application software B) horizontal-market application software
C) one-of-a-kind application software D) VPN client software

7) WordPerfect, a word-processing program, is an example of a ________. 7)
A) procedure B) software C) DBMS D) data set

8) Qtopia Inc. wants to increase customer loyalty toward its currently one-of-a-kind software, ET
Fonome. It does so by offering additional services like automatic updates and free upgrades.
Which of the following forces in Porter's model is Qtopia Inc. addressing in this situation?

8)

A) bargaining power of suppliers B) competition from vendors of substitutes
C) competition from new competitors D) bargaining power of customers

9) According to Porter's model of business activities, ________ are interactions across value activities. 9)
A) support activities B) value-additions
C) linkages D) primary activities

10) The ________ activities in the generic value chain contribute indirectly to the production, sale, and
service of a product.

10)

A) support B) principal C) primary D) direct
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11) A(n) ________ is a self-describing collection of integrated records. 11)
A) entity B) database C) key D) identifier

12) Ellen is the marketing manager of Qtopia Inc. She often develops ideas and plans with the help of
her colleagues and provides and receives critical feedback. According to Reich, Ellen is displaying
________ skills.

12)

A) experimentation B) abstraction
C) systems thinking D) collaboration

13) The CPU works in conjunction with ________. 13)
A) main memory B) wired data communication devices
C) wireless data communication devices D) magnetic disks

14) Which of the following is the first stage in the sequence of how organizational strategy determines
MIS?

14)

A) competitive strategy B) value chain
C) business process D) industry structure

15) Tom Ford, the celebrated fashion designer, has used social networking sites like Facebook and
Twitter to generate buzz about his upcoming fashion line. This is an example of a ________
process.

15)

A) dynamic B) reactive C) critical D) formal

16) Because of Moore's Law, the cost of data communications and data storage ________. 16)
A) is essentially zero B) has increased exponentially
C) has remained unchanged D) is witnessing an upward trend

17) Which of the following appropriately justifies a company's decision to develop an information
system?

17)

A) to achieve organizational strategy
B) to avoid falling behind the technology curve
C) for the sake of exploring technology and being innovative
D) to project a modern and progressive image

18) ________ function(s) as a bridge between the human side and the machine side of the information
system framework.

18)

A) People B) Data C) Hardware D) Procedures

19) Which of the following is a human factor that influences information quality? 19)
A) ease of use B) knowledge C) data accuracy D) timeliness

20) A file that contains records of millions of clicks on a Web page is ________ for an analysis of
revenue generated by different page designs.

20)

A) ill-timed B) too coarse-grained
C) easy to use D) too fine-grained

21) The average price of a movie ticket in the U.S. is $8. This is an example of ________. 21)
A) metadata B) value C) data D) information
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22) Bytes are grouped into columns, which are also called ________. 22)
A) rows B) files C) fields D) bits

23) When you buy the setup CD of Microsoft Office, Microsoft is selling you ________. 23)
A) Microsoft Office for a short period on rent
B) the ownership rights of Microsoft Office
C) the piracy rights to Microsoft Office
D) the right to use Windows Office

24) Which of the following is a feature of a dynamic process? 24)
A) It is difficult to change or modify.
B) It depends more on effectiveness than efficiency.
C) It requires information systems that are prescriptive.
D) It is a formally defined process.

25) For a fast food chain, McDonalds, Burger King, and Wendy's would be categorized under which of
the following forces in Porter's model?

25)

A) bargaining power of suppliers B) bargaining power of customers
C) competition from existing rivals D) competition from new competitors

26) Which of the following is an example of the procedure component of an information system? 26)
A) a file containing the names of a company's clients
B) the software and hardware used by a company
C) a company's network security protocol for logging in
D) a file containing information about a company's history

27) Which of the following statements about computer data is true? 27)
A) Binary digits are grouped into 100-bit chunks called bytes.
B) Bytes are used to measure sizes of character data only.
C) All computer data is represented by alphabets.
D) A binary digit is either a zero or a one.

28) Which activity of the value chain includes ordering and receiving raw materials for
manufacturing?

28)

A) outbound logistics B) operations/manufacturing
C) marketing D) inbound logistics

29) Staples sells office supplies and machines, furniture, and technology and business services both in
stores and online. It sells every kind of stationery that one can imagine. It has over 2,000 stores
worldwide in 26 countries. This is an example of a(n) ________.

29)

A) industry-wide cost leadership strategy B) focused cost leadership strategy
C) industry-wide differentiation strategy D) focused differentiation strategy

30) To run a program or process data, a computer first transfers the program or data from the disk to
the ________.

30)

A) scanner B) main memory C) cache D) display
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31) As a candidate at a job interview for a video and graphic designer, Steve is asked to create a design
using Corel VideoStudio X3, a relatively new software which Steve is not familiar with. Which of
the following skills is the interviewer trying to test?

31)

A) abstract reasoning B) ability to experiment
C) systems thinking D) collaboration

32) A ________ is a column or group of columns that identifies a unique row in a table. 32)
A) query B) form C) record D) key

33) Apple Mac computers and Mercedes-Benz automobiles are examples of the successful use of
which of Porter's four competitive strategies?

33)

A) focused differentiation B) focused cost leadership
C) industry-wide cost leadership D) industry-wide differentiation

34) Which of the following is a key element in the definition of MIS? 34)
A) efficiency B) ability to experiment
C) abstract reasoning D) organizational strategy

35) Which of the following is an example of a dynamic process? 35)
A) computing a sales commission B) placing an order
C) accepting a return D) deciding the location for a new store

36) Decisions in the BPMN model are represented by ________. 36)
A) diamonds B) rectangles
C) circles D) rectangles with rounded corners

37) Which of the following is an example of a horizontal-market application software? 37)
A) a software developed by IRS for its own needs
B) Microsoft Excel
C) AutoCad
D) FitnessBuilder, the iPad application

38) Miguel proposes a new design idea for an automobile to his boss. He illustrates the model through
a presentation and describes how the firm could profit from it and how it meets customers' needs.
Which of Reich's four critical skills is Miguel exhibiting?

38)

A) collaboration B) systems thinking
C) abstraction D) process orientation

39) ________ is the process whereby multiple operating systems share the same hardware. 39)
A) Dual processing B) Silverlight
C) Bluetooth D) Virtualization

40) The cache and main memory lose their contents when the power is off. Hence, they are referred to
as ________.

40)

A) kinetic B) static C) volatile D) non-volatile

41) A(n) ________ is a sequence of activities for accomplishing a function. 41)
A) task B) business process
C) information system D) repository
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42) In a database, rows are also known as ________. 42)
A) records B) bytes C) fields D) forms

43) The U.S. Census Bureau conducts a census to check the population of first-generation immigrants
living in the U.S. It conducts the census twice and arrives at different results (first census - 45
million; second census - 47 million). Hence, the data acquired from the research will affect the
quality of information because it ________.

43)

A) is too coarse-grained B) is too fine-grained
C) is inaccurate D) lacks timeliness

44) Why are dynamic processes evaluated on effectiveness more than efficiency? 44)
A) because they are difficult to change
B) because the efficient use of resources does not matter in the case of such processes
C) because they change so fast that it is not possible to measure efficiency over time
D) because they are highly controlled and standardized

45) ________ is the ability to make and manipulate models. 45)
A) Experimentation B) Collaboration
C) Systems thinking D) Abstract reasoning

46) In a relational database, every table must have a ________. 46)
A) query B) field C) client D) key

47) Which of the following is true about a thin-client application? 47)
A) They have more features and functions than thick clients.
B) They require only a browser.
C) They need to be manually updated from time to time.
D) They have to be pre-installed on the client.

48) Recording final grades is a(n) ________ ,whereas filling out the grade reporting form is a(n)
________.

48)

A) activity; business process B) activity; task
C) business process; activity D) task; business process

49) Which of the following is an example of software? 49)
A) a Blu-ray Disc B) a Mac operating system
C) a Pentium 4 processor D) an Xbox 360 controller

50) A ________ is a program used to create, process, and administer a database. 50)
A) database transaction B) database management system
C) distributed data store D) database model

51) Which of the following is true of value chain analysis in a service organization? 51)
A) Inbound logistics include collecting, storing, and physically distributing the product to

buyers.
B) Most of the value in a service company is generated by the operations, marketing and sales,

and service activities.
C) Outbound logistics include receiving, storing, and disseminating inputs to the product.
D) Value chain analysis has no direct application to service businesses.
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52) A company's information system discovers a customer's poor credit history only after certain
goods have been shipped to him. The information produced, as a result, was not useful because the
data was ________.

52)

A) inaccurate B) ill-timed
C) too coarse-grained D) too fine-grained

53) ________ is knowledge derived from recorded facts and figures. 53)
A) Information B) Data C) Cognition D) Value

54) What changes must a company make if its value chain's margin is negative? 54)
A) The costs of the value chain need to be increased.
B) The costs of the value chain need to be reduced.
C) The number of stages in the generic chain must be increased.
D) The value must be decreased.

55) The intensity of Porter's five forces determines ________. 55)
A) the exit strategy of a firm
B) the exact number of customers a company will have
C) how to achieve a monopoly in the market
D) how sustainable an industry's profitability will be

56) ________ function(s) as instructions for hardware in an information system. 56)
A) Data B) Software C) Procedures D) Activities

57) Standardized business processes ________. 57)
A) enable the business to enforce policies B) increase risks
C) lack scalability D) produce inconsistent results

58) You have written a five-paragraph essay on "Crisis Management" using Microsoft Word. In this
case, each paragraph of the report is an example of ________, while Microsoft Word is an example
of ________.

58)

A) software; hardware B) data; software
C) a structured process; a dynamic process D) an activity; an actor

59) In the process of determining a firm's management information systems, after developing a
competitive strategy, a firm determines ________.

59)

A) the industry structure B) its value chain
C) its information requirements D) its business processes

60) ________ is the ability to model the components of a system and to connect the inputs and outputs
among those components into a sensible whole, one that explains the phenomenon observed.

60)

A) Experimentation B) Systems thinking
C) Collaboration D) Abstract reasoning

61) A movie ticket at a theatre in L.A. costs $40. This is an example of ________. 61)
A) an activity B) data C) information D) software

62) Which of the following is an input hardware device? 62)
A) scanner B) thumb drive C) printer D) projector
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63) Ben is in charge of the delivery process at the local Sony dealer. After going through the week's
delivery schedule, he calls his team and assigns territories for each individual. He contacts the
supervisor to arrange the necessary transport. Which activity of the value chain is Ben executing?

63)

A) operations B) inbound logistics
C) outbound logistics D) marketing

64) What particular feature of an open source project distinguishes it from a closed source project? 64)
A) The source code of the program is not modifiable.
B) The machine code of the program is available to the public.
C) The machine code of the program can be understood by humans.
D) The source code of the program is available to the public.

65) Which of the following results is attributed to Moore's Law? 65)
A) The ratio of price to performance of computers has fallen drastically.
B) The risk of technology becoming obsolete has decreased.
C) Piracy of software has increased.
D) The price of software has come down drastically.

SHORT ANSWER.  Write the word or phrase that best completes each statement or answers the question.

66)
(1 point) What is the primary key used to identify students at Saint Louis University?

66)

67) 67)
(1 point) What is the most important asset of an organization/company and why is it so
important?

68)
(2 points) In 2 sentences or less, explain what ROM is.

68)

69) (2 points) In 3 sentences or less, explain how using/enforcing metadata rules can reduce
anomalies in data.

69)

70)
(4 points) In 5 sentences or less, explain how both RAM and defragmentation software can
improve the performance of a slow running computer.

70)

71)
(4 points)  Give 4 examples of steps companies/organizations take to protect data.

71)

72)
(3 points) Identify 3 examples of metatdata one would expect for a field called
numPassengers used to keep track of the number of passengers on a flight on a typcial
passenger airline flight.

72)

73)
(2 points) In 2 sentences or less, explain what RAM is and what it does while a computer is
in use (powered on).

73)
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74)
(5 points) In 3 sentences or less, explain the difference between what spreadsheet and
database software are and distinguish between how they are used by
organizations/companies.

74)

75)
(2 points) What are the 4 operations all organizations/companies  must be able to perform
on data?

75)

76)
(2 points) In 2 sentences or less, explain what is firmware and give an example of firmware.

76)

77) 77)
(5 points) Identyify the 6 steps of the Waterfall model of developing custom software and
state what happens at each step.

78)
(2 points) In 2 sentences or less, explain how an operating system is like the nervous system
of an organism.

78)
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Answer Key
Testname: 2016FALLNOANS

1) C
2) C
3) C
4) A
5) B
6) C
7) B
8) C
9) C

10) A
11) B
12) D
13) A
14) D
15) A
16) A
17) A
18) B
19) B
20) D
21) D
22) C
23) D
24) B
25) C
26) C
27) D
28) D
29) C
30) B
31) B
32) D
33) D
34) D
35) D
36) A
37) B
38) C
39) D
40) C
41) B
42) A
43) C
44) C
45) D
46) D
47) B
48) C
49) B
50) B
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Answer Key
Testname: 2016FALLNOANS

51) B
52) B
53) A
54) B
55) D
56) B
57) A
58) B
59) B
60) B
61) B
62) A
63) C
64) D
65) A
66)
67)
68)
69)
70)
71)
72)
73)
74)
75)
76)
77)
78)
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